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February 2010 
 

Club Meeting 
 

PLACE:      Silliman Community Activity Center 

                          6800 Mowry Avenue, Newark CA  94560 

                               510- 742-4400 

                                         DATE:       Tuesday, February 23, 2010 ( February Only) 

                                         TIME:       7:00pm 

COMING EVENTS 
                                            

Wed.  Feb 3                   BOARD MEETING  7:00 PM – Fremont Adult School Room N-9 

                                                                                                                                                                                      

Fri.     Feb 5                   Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Menlo Park, 10am to 11:30am 

               

Wed.  Feb 10                 FLY TYING  - 7:00 PM   Fremont Adult School Room N-9 

 

Sat.    Feb 13                   CLUB BREAKFAST: At the Denny’s in Hayward on Whipple – 9:00 AM 

   

Wed. Feb 17                  Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Livermore, 10am to 11:30am 

 

Tue. Feb 23                   CLUB MEETING -7:00pm  Silliman Community  Activity Center 

 

                            Fri. Sat. Sun. Feb 26, 27 and 28  Fly Fishing Show, Pleasanton, CA 

 

Wed. Mar 3                      Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Livermore, 10am to 11:30am 

 
Wed. Mar 3                      BOARD MEETING  7:00 PM – Fremont Adult School Room N-9 

 

Fri. Mar 5                        Project Healing Waters– VA Hospital, Menlo Park, 10am to 11:30am 

 

Wed. Mar 10                    FLY TYING  - 7:00 PM   Fremont Adult School Room N-9 

 

Sat. Mar 13                      CLUB BREAKFAST: At the Denny’s in Hayward on Whipple – 9:00 AM 
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MAINSTREAM is the monthly newsletter of the Mission Peak Fly Anglers’,  

P.O. Box 7263, Fremont California. 94537. 

2009 OFFICERS 
 

President           Wayne Culp                                          Board Member   Marilu Sawyer            1/2012  

Vice President   Ray Gauthier             Board Member   Frank Rodriguez         1/2012   

Secretary            Dean Lewis                                             Board Member   Stephen Culp               2/2011   

Treasurer            Bill Peakes                                            Board Member    Malcolm Dunn           2/2011   

Past President   Craig Gittings            

Chairpersons 
 

Annual Dinner   Craig Gittings                                      Conservation         Larry Dennis              

Distribution Malcolm Dunn                                    Editor                    Malcolm Dunn           

FFF Rep. Gene Kaczmarek                                Fish-Outs    Jeff Lorelli                 

Fly Casting Ken Brunskill                                Fly Tying    Harold Whitmore  

                            Malcolm Dunn                                                                                                                                        

Fund Raising      Steve Culp                               Graphic Design    Ed Huff            

Historian Don Lee                                Hospitality    Kay Heyes            

Library Dave Heyes                                Picnic    Malcolm Dunn           

Programs Craig Gittings         Raffle Chairman      Dave Heyes                

Video Library Ken Brunskill                                 Trout Bum Award    Ken Brunskill             

Web Master Ray Gauthier                                       Fukumoto Award        Harold Whitmore                                 

Trout in The Classroom, Project Healing Waters 

                            Ken Brunskill        

 MPFA Web Site                        http://www.missionpeakflyanglers.org/index.shtml  

Opinions expressed in articles appearing in Mainstream are those of the writer / author, and do not               

necessarily represent the opinions or view of Mission Peak Fly Angler’s or its official representatives. 

Permission is granted for parts of this newsletter to be reproduced.  Credit should be given to the authors and 

Mission Peak Fly Anglers. 

E-mail address list  
The club is compiling an e-mail address list for the use of club members.  If you want your address included or wish to 

have a copy of the list, send an e-mail to Craig Gittings at: craiggittings@sbcglobal.net   

~~~~~ Notice ~~~~~  
    Members  

    The Newsletter will be coming out on the 15th of each month. Send your articles or information to the editor      

     by the 12th of each month at maljdunn@earthlink.net.       

 

BUDDING FLY FISHING WRITERS  
Here is your chance to gain some experience writing about your fabulous fly fishing trips to places near and far.  The 

club newsletter is seriously lacking in members written and photographic accounts of our fishouts.  Of course you may 

not think a trip to Putah Creek is worthy of such notoriety, but remember, many members have never been there and 

would welcome a description of how your fishout went   And as for a trip to Alaska or Baja, a story of your adventure 

would be most appreciated.  Send articles to the editor  

  

NOTE FROM TREASURER, BILL PEAKES – Mission Peak Fly Angler’s patches and pins are available from Bill at 

a nominal price.  New members should have received either a pin or a patch when they joined; if not, call Bill Peakes. 

       Bill Peakes 

http://www.missionpeakflyanglers.org/index.shtml
mailto:craiggittings@sbcglobal.net
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The President’s Message  

At our December “movie night” I asked Calvin if he would share some of his knowledge and 

write an article for our newsletter.  He has done this in the past, and I have always enjoyed 

reading his “Words of Wisdom”.  Here is one such article.  Another will be later. 

 

 

The Ubiquitous Wet Fly Trigger 

 

After a down and across stream cast, the fly will sink a little or about 3 or 4 inches by the time 

it comes to the end of the drift downstream.  This is the most critical time, for the fly will be 

pressured to rise.  However, since it is so close to the surface, the attracted trout tend to strike 

at this time as the fly is close to escaping which triggers the strike.  This is the action of the 

wet fly no matter where or when you fish.  This may be said to be the natural movement, so let 

the current do the job for you.  Just relax and enjoy it – that is the Anticipation. 

 

 

Thank you, Calvin.  That was very good. 

 

Also don’t forget our February meeting date is TUESDAY the 23rd, same time and place. 

 

 

 

Calvin and Wayne’s Wanderings 

    
 

 

* * * * * * Video Library * * * * * * * 
 
MPFA Maintains a 200+ library for the benefit of its members and we need the help 
of every member to keep it available to the entire membership. 
 
We ask that you check out a video (Honor system) and return it within 2-3 months, 
After the 2

nd
 month the librarian will send the borrower an email or note reminding them 

that there is a video(s) checked out in their name. 
After the 3

rd
 month the librarian and/or the secretary will send a note asking for the video 

or $40 to cover the purchase of its replacement. Thanks 
 
Your Video Librarian 
Ken Brunskill 

                 Three New DFG changes that you should be aware of in 2010. 
 

1.    The Bay Delta Stamp is no longer needed and is not for sale in 2010. 
2.    Your license will NOT need to be above your waist and visible after 3-1-10. 

     3.    You can process your Steelhead card on line instead of mailing it in.  
 

Submitted by Rich Lobrovich 
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Mission Peak Fly Anglers Board Meeting – February 3, 2010 
 

President Wayne Culp brought the meeting to order at 7:09 pm.   Present were VP Ray Gauthier, Secretary Dean Lewis,  Board 

Members Malcolm Dunn,  Frank Rodriquez and Marilu Sawyer as well as Past President Craig Gittings.  Also present was   

August Abellar. 

 

Old Business: 
 

 Installation Dinner:  We had a long discussion on what went right, what went wrong, what can we do better and what can 

we do without.  Some of the thoughts were as follows.   This year, the raffles, etc moved along better than the past.  Food 

was good, service was good.  The Ladies raffle was good, there were good bucket raffles the cheese cake was good.  

Wayne gave a special thanks to Harold and Carolyn Whitmore as well as Dean for filling in for Bill. 

. 

      The raffles still take too long and a discussion regarding having a large number of bucket raffles for most of the prizes 

      would  be a way to fix the problem.  Each raffle item would have a bucket and during dinner, tickets would be pulled, taped 

      to the  bucket and after dinner, guests would check their tickets against the buckets.  Those items not having a bucket would 

      have a ticket pulled from all the combined buckets “after” the bucket ticket was pulled.  This is done by FFF and others on 

      their raffles, etc. 

 

      We tabled the discussion until next meeting to think about what we discussed and to have time to reflect on what was 

      proposed. 

 

New Business:  

 

 Treasurer’s Report:  Bill was not present and we did not have a full report of the money taken in at the dinner.   We had a 

list of the various organizations that we make annual donations and discussed increasing the amounts.   We tabled further 

discussion until the next meeting when we would have a full accounting of the dinner income and expenses. 

 

 Committee Chair:  Dean moved and Ray and Marilou seconded that we appoint Malcolm and Ken to the Fly Casting 

committee and Malcolm will be the Chair person.  This will replace Jerry Reynolds as the Chair person.   Both Malcolm 

and Ken almost have completed their casting instruction certificates.  Motion passed and Wayne appointed Malcolm. 

 

 Silliman Center:  We have the center through June.   The February meeting will be moved to the 4th Tuesday instead of the 

4th Wednesday.   All the other months remain on the 4th Wednesday. 

 

 Boy Scout Jamboree:  There will be a Boy Scout Jamboree at the Alameda County Fairgrounds on April 16, 17, and 18.   

They are looking for help with the Fishing merit badge on the 17th. 

 

Dean moved and Wayne seconded that the meeting be adjourned at 8:15pm – Motion passed. 
  

Respectively submitted,  Dean Lewis,  Secretary. 
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Conservation News 
By Larry Dennis, February 2010 

 
The finest gift you can give to any fisherman is to put a good fish back, and who knows if the fish you caught isn't 
someone else's gift to you?---Lee Wulff 
 

Give change a chance in the Klamath River 
For the Times-Standard, 1/22/2010  
 
By Charlton H. Bonham, Steve Rothert, Glen Spain, Brian Barr, Curtis Knight, Mark Rockwell and Petey Brucker  
Few natural resources conflicts in the country have been as complex and controversial as those in the Klamath River basin. As 
representatives for national, regional, state and local conservation, environmental, and commercial fishing organizations, we 
participated in the lengthy negotiations of the recently proposed Klamath Hydroelectric Settlement Agreement (KHSA) and the 
previously released Klamath Basin Restoration Agreement (KBRA). We also participated in the many years of the underlying 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) relicensing of PacifiCorp's Klamath hydroelectric dams. Occasionally, unique 
opportunities emerge to resolve long-standing conflict. After completing our review and doing scientific homework while listening 
to voices pro and con, we believe that the KHSA and the KBRA represent one such opportunity.  
This will be the largest dam removal and river restoration project in the history of the United States. It is a complex basin       
geographically, socially, and politically. We understand that others in the broader environmental community may oppose the 
KHSA or the KBRA. We do not take the criticisms of colleagues lightly. We too wish that the dams were coming down sooner. 
We   acknowledge the drive to secure more and more water for fish. But, we seek durable and lasting solutions, and that       
necessarily requires working with the many parties and interests in the basin who hold different views.  
Together, our groups have more experience than any other non-governmental organizations in FERC dam removals. The KHSA 
is the best chance for dam removal. Litigation in the relicensing process to compel dam removal would almost certainly take at 
least twenty years to conclude. Litigation would be enormously expensive for all participants. The outcome is, by definition,    
uncertain. 
  
The KHSA provides that 2020 is the target date for facilities removal. The target date for dam removal is carefully determined to 
meet several requirements, including: the necessity of raising funds from ratepayers at a reasonable rate; the need for the    
Secretary of the Interior to confirm that dam removal will help restore fisheries and be in the public interest; compliance with the 
law to conclude environmental review before undertaking a major project such as this; acquisition of necessary permits; and, the 
need to identify sources of replacement power, including renewable energy portfolio obligations. These considerations are    
necessary and prudent public policy. The measures to protect fish pending removal of the dams are the product of careful  
analysis by a team of fisheries scientists. 
  
Dam removal alone, however, will not fix this river and bring the salmon back. We also need improved streamflow and state and 
federal investment in broad-scale restoration from the sea to the headwaters. That is why we also believe the KBRA is worth 
supporting. The KBRA will dramatically change management of the river giving more ability to Tribes and groups like ours to 
make the decisions on timing of flows and other restoration plans than leaving those responsibilities solely to government   
agencies. Further, the combination of the dam removal and the basin restoration agreements addresses habitat and other     
resource issues in a complete way (instead of focusing on dam removal alone). This provides greater assurance that fisheries 
restoration will succeed.  
 
We will continue to debate and engage in a civil and respectful manner with all who raise questions. We would be surprised if 
there were not so many passionate and diverse opinions about the Klamath, because it is such a special place worth caring 
about. But, the next step in this decades-old effort to make the Klamath passable to salmon should not be a return to the status 
quo. We simply do not see how the activities that need to be accomplished for the natural resources can be realistically 
achieved if success is defined as beating the “other side.” We reject alternatives that would result in yet again every major     
faction in the basin returning to war with each other over the minimum necessary to preserve their courtroom positions. 
 
We are pleased to be working with a coalition that includes the states of California and Oregon, the Department of the Interior, 
the National Marine Fisheries Service, PacifiCorp, Tribes, commercial fishermen, conservation groups, local government, other 
federal agencies, and farmers and ranchers. It hasn't been easy by any stretch. But, the simple fact is, like it or not, we are all in 
this together  
 
Make no mistake: restoring this river will not be easy. There is more work ahead of us than behind. But, now is the time to try. 
These agreements represent the first, best, and only opportunity on the table to do it collectively with this many diverse interests 
in a way that brings back salmon to places they haven't been in almost 100 years while ensuring livable and sustainable      
communities from the Pacific Ocean to the headwaters. Let's give this change a chance on the Klamath, because it is the right 
thing to do.   

                                                                                                          (Conservation– continue on page 6)                    
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Monthly Programs  

DATE  SPEAKER  PROGRAM  TITLE  

January 27 Jana Sokale Cupertino’s Stevens Creek Restoration 

February 23  John Gantner Bugology 101 

March 24 Bob Alexander Rainbow Bend Fly Fishing 

April 28 Ralph Wood  

May 26 Mark Cottrell  

June 23 Jay Murakoshi Baja 

July 28 Casting night  

 

Writer and guide John Gantner will present his program entitled “Bugology 101”.  For the angler 

to select the proper fly, he or she must have a little knowledge of the aquatic life forms prevalent 

in the intended fishing waters. The angler need not become an entomologist or know the Latin 

names of the bugs, nor which genus and species they represent. It is enough if the angler can 

identify the basic bug groups- mayfly, caddis, midge, stonefly, damselfly, and dragonfly, in both 

their adult stage and nymphal (or pupal) forms. It is then just a matter of selecting a fly that 

matches the size and color of the insect previously identified. John is a knowledgeable prolific 

writer, having written over 30 published articles in the last three years alone related to              

entomology, fly tying and fly fishing destinations in close proximity to his home in Redding, CA. 

in the following magazines; American Angler, Fly Fusion, California Fly Fisher, Fly Fisherman, 

Fly Tyer, Fly Fishing & Tying Journal, Game and Fish, Canadian Fly Fisher and North West Fly 

Fishing. John is also a small mouth and spotted bass fishing fanatic with a fly rod and guides a 

very short season on Lake Shasta for these particular species. Hey, no Latin to know in order to 

identify insects? I am in, how about you? See you at the next meeting, which incidentally falls on 

Tuesday, February 23  

February Program 

( Conservation from page 5) 

Charlton H. Bonham, California Director, Trout Unlimited; Steve Rothert, California Director, American Rivers; Glen 
Spain, Northwest Regional Director, Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen's Associations; Brian Barr, Habitat          
Restoration Project Manager, National Center for Conservation Science & Policy; Curtis Knight, Deputy Conservation 
Director, California Trout; Mark Rockwell, Vice President Conservation, Board Member; Northern California Council 
Federation FlyFishers; Petey Brucker, President, Salmon River Restoration Council.  

August 25 Jessie Raeder Tuolumne River Trust 

September   

October 27 Rick E Martin Images of Fly Fishing 

How to Make Your Outdoor Pictures Better 

November   

December   
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Annual Trout Bum Award  

Starts Jan 1, 2009 
Awarded by MPFA Board of Directors at December board meeting 

  

Requirements:  AMPLIFICATION 

 

Candidates must: 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Have fished 10 or more waters during the calendar year (no private pay to play waters)  This means that the gen-

eral public have unrestricted access at all times, without any special fees to the waters fished  

 

.Waters may be tributaries of any river or lakes domestic or international       Meaning any named stream, river, or 

section of river (As in    Upper Sacramento R. or Lower Sacramento R. -  would be two waters) in any country. 

 

 Used fly fishing tackle only Simply that! 

 

 Have fished for trout (This is a Trout Bum Award)  Simply that!                                                                                                              

The award generally will go to the person who fly fished for trout in the most public waters  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Have reported to the club and shown photos to the club at a regular meeting                                                                                             
Reporting means informing the membership-simple as that - Does not mean that the person must give a slide show pres-

entation, just tell the club where you fished, how you did, what you used - show some pictures.                                                                                                                                       

The purpose of the award is to encourage members to explore, fish as many new waters as they can, tell the membership 

about the experience there-fore encouraging others to do likewise.  

 
Chairperson: Ken Brunskill  

PROJECT HEALING WATERS .......... Attention Mission Peak Members .............PROJECT HEALING WATERS 
   

Who  would like to join us and be part of helping our veterans through this worthwhile program?  
 
What you might ask is involved? It can be as little as a group of us going out to Livermore and and/or Palo 
Alto once a month to teach fly casting and fly tying to our wounded veterans. It could go as far as               
accompanying a group of veterans on a fishing trip to be their 'gillie' and personal assistant on that trip.  
I have made the initial contact at Livermore VA Nursing unit and their seems to be an interest, but I cannot do 
it alone. 
  
I'd bet we can get funding help from the FFF, NCCFFF, the Elks Lodge, Kiwanis, VFW, and other service   
organizations, all we need to do is give a little of our own time to those who have given so much for us.  
If interested please contact me, Thanks Ken Brunskill   Email:steamntrout@comcast.net,  

Editorial 
The annual installation of officers and awards dinner was a success again this year. The Sammy Schlep award 

was not given to a new recipient this year. The Trout Bum Award was given to Don Lee for fishing over 30 

different waters.  

 

Many of our club members participated in the Western Outdoor News Youth Fair in the fly fishing area this 

past January and a representative from Redington liked what we were doing with the kids. Jennifer Gish,   

marketing manager for Redington, asked whose rods we were using for the fly fishing game. We told her we 

were using the outfits donated by Sage. As she was talking to Larry Dennis, she asked him where she can ship 

two youth type fly fishing outfits for our use at next year’s fair. About two weeks ago we received two      

Redington Minnow outfits consisting of a 2 piece 8 ft, 5/6 wt Minnow Graphite Fly Rod, Crosswater Graphite 

Reel, backing, fly line and a knotless leader. These rods are designed and tuned to meet the needs of the 

younger angler, age 6+. We also received a Redington banner to be used for next year’s booth. Our thanks to 

Redington of Bainbridge Island, Washington.                   Malcolm Dunn, editor 
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2010 NCCFFF Fly Fishing Hall of Fame 
 

Honoring 
 

Mike Michalak 
 
 

Saturday, March 20th, 2010  
 

Napa Senior Activity Center, 1500 Jefferson St., Napa California 
 

Social hour, silent auctions starting at 5PM – Dinner at 7PM – Followed by live auction 
 

Online Reservations at our secure website: NCCFFF.org Hall of Fame   
or 

 
 

Guest Names (with same address)    

Address   

City, State, Zip   

Phone number   E-mail address    

 Amount Enclosed 
Registration: # of guests ___ x $60.00 $  

Please accept my contribution for conservation and education grants. $  

Bucket Raffle Tickets:  25 tickets for $20.00 or 75 tickets for $50.00 $__________ 

□ Check enclosed or □ Charge to VISA or MasterCard  Total $  
 

Card Number   Expiration Date   

Phone Number ________________________________ 

Signature   

 

Make checks payable to NCCFFF.  
Your reservation / auction number will be issued at the door, the night of the event. 

Registration forms and payment must be received by March 5, 2010 to reserve your space. 
 

       Send reservation form to: NCCFFF Hall of Fame Reservation                                          
                                               PO Box 7480  
                                               Fremont, CA 94537 
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MISSION PEAK FLY ANGLERS 

Preliminary 2010 FISHOUT LIST 

 

DATE LOCATION TYPE OF FISH FISHMASTER COMMENTS 

Jan         

Feb         

March 6 or 13 Kelsey Ranch Bass and Panfish Craig Gittings 
 

  

March 14th Lower Owens Float Trout Jeff Lorelli 
 

Sierra Drifters Guide     

Service - $395 per boat for 2 

anglers 

April         

May 15th Kistler Ranch Bass and Panfish Craig Gittings 
 

Saturday fishout and BBQ 

May Burney Area Trout Wayne Culp 
 

Weekday fishout 

May/June Yuba or American River Shad  Jack Davis 
 

Float Trip with Al Smatsky 

Excellent Adventures 
  

June Davis Lake Trout Mitch Matsumoto 
 

  

June Sawmill Lake Trophy Trout Craig Gittings 
 

8 angler max; if more interest 

we can add a weekday fishout 

June Manzanita Lake Trout Mark Kaharick 
 

Potluck BBQ 

June American River Shad Ken Brunskill 
 

Day trip 

June - July Santa Cruz Surf Perch Craig Gittings 
 

Leave Fremont at O’Dark 30 

Sept Toulumne Meadows Trout Wayne Culp 
 

Camp Out 

Sept Californian Stillwater Ramble Trout Ken Brunskill 
 

Central Sierra stillwaters 

Combined with Clark’s Fork 

fishout 

Sept 11-12 Clark’s Fork Trout Bill Peakes 
 

Potluck BBQ 

Oct         

Oct Eagle Lake Trout Mitch Matsumoto 
 

  

Oct  15-17 Eastern Sierra Trout Jeff Lorelli 
 

  

          

The above fishout calendar is tentative and subject to change.  Always contact the fishmaster the week of the fishout to be 

notified of changes due to weather and unforeseen circumstances.  Also check the newsletter for detailed information on 

fishing tackle, flies, directions and accommodations, as recommended by the fishmaster. 

 

Note that only the fishouts shown in BOLD on this calendar are actually confirmed at this time; all others are                

tentative.  The actual dates of wintertime fishouts are highly dependent upon the weather conditions and will be          

confirmed by the fishmaster the week of the fishout. 

 

Your ideas for fishout locations are always welcomed by the club.  Phone Jeff Lorelli @ 510-505-0136 to volunteer as a 

fishmaster.  The qualifications for a fishmaster are that you have a place in mind, know how to get there, and would    

welcome some fishing companions.  That is it, so sign up now! 
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Fly of the Month 

 

Golden Stone Fly 

Tied by Mitch Matsumoto and Illustrated by Ed Huff 
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 MPFA Annual Awards 

Dinner 

Ethan Rotman (DFG) presented to Ed Huff the  

poster that won 2nd place in the National   

Interpretive Media Competition last  year 

George Bouvoin won the award for the 

trivia question contest   

Ed Huff received the John Fukamoto Award 

for tying the most innovative fly of the year 

Calvin Chin received the Lifetime Achievement Award 

from the club 
Calvin also received the fly plate for the Fly Fisher of  

The Year 

This is the Fly Fisher of the Year  Award Larry Dennis presented the Outstanding Achievement Award 

to Ken Brunskill for his leadership in the TIC, Project Heal-

ing Waters and the Boy Scout merit badge programs 
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